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FOREWORD

Versatile, tasty, healthy, and wholesome – mushroom is nature’s ultimate superfood!
While volumes can be written about the nutritional goodness packed in mushrooms,
its potential to combat food security and malnutrition has been little understood. As
also its potential to provide gainful engagement to women in rural areas who have little
knowledge and skills to take up any other vocation, which has not been much explored.
AROH Foundation has been trying to harness the potential of mushroom cultivation to
promote rural livelihoods, especially of women in far flung villages where both resources
and opportunities are scarce and limited. More than 1000 women living in remote
villages in Bihar, Chhattisgarh, Uttar Pradesh and West Bengal have been trained to
cultivate mushrooms and sell them to nearby markets through linkages established for
them to earn handsome returns.
Mushroom farming requires very little land and can be a good source of employment
for small and landless farmers, especially women. The two primary inputs for mushroom
cultivation i.e. agro-wastes and labour, are easily available as resource. Integrating
mushroom cultivation in existing farming systems supplements the income of rural
masses, and provides gainful employment. This also leads to inclusive growth as all
sections of society can adopt this venture.
GARIMA, the women’s empowerment project taken up by AROH in villages of Ujhani
block of district Badaun in UP, has literally seen ‘MUSHROOMING’ of women
entrepreneurs. For the poor landless, unskilled and uneducated women in these villages,
mushroom cultivation proved to be a boon. It served as an excellent livelihood option,
which utilised their agricultural waste as resource rather than demanding any extra
resource. More than 200 women are today on their way to becoming successful business

women. They are producing good quality mushrooms, negotiating with buyers and
managing their accounts. It is heartening to see women gain their self esteem and face
the world with greater confidence. They are able to voice their opinion and take their
own decisions in this male-dominated society.
Anand, the author of this illustrated book has not just written a book, but he has
embarked on a journey. He has empathised with people from a different background,
different social milieu and seen a possibility to change their world. He has stepped into
the shoes of these rural women and walked around in them to celebrate the success of
their maiden venture.
The young author has shown exceptional insights into the subject and has portrayed
the inspiring story of Ujhani women very well. The book is not only interesting and
informative, but would serve as a good resource for anyone interested in mushroom
cultivation as a hobby or vocation.
I congratulate Anand on bringing out this exceptional publication, to create awareness
about a possibility that can bring a big social change. I am sure many readers would
find it inspiring enough to spread the word, join in action or even take up mushroom
cultivation as a hobby or vocation!

Dr Neelam Gupta
President & CEO
AROH Foundation

My name is Premvati, I’m a housewife and I live in the
village area.
Even though my left hand is handicapped my thoughts
are never dampened. I was unemployed and unhappy,
although I was a graduate.
Looking for an opportunity to prove myself, I gave
tuitions in my house. The lack of space forced me
to shut them down. My mother gave me a buffalo, I
started selling dung cakes.
Harsh conditions like this shattered my dreams.

One day, suddenly something new popped up…
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My father-in-law said,
“A group of people are coming to promote mushroom cultivation.”
I did not want to miss this opportunity. I finished my chores and
left with my neighbour Sheelavati. We met 30-35 women like us,
in the Pradhan’s courtyard. He had also come for the meeting.
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Our first task was to find a clean patch of land, away from the
villagers walking path. Urmilla and I found such a patch near
the Pradhan’s house. The SHG (self-help group) would make the
compost for mushroom cultivation here.
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On the second day, we used medicines to disinfect the area; this
helped in removing the insects, worms and bad bacteria. I was
excited to make the compost, which would be the next step.
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I led my group to collect 5 quintals of paddy (rice). We cut the hay’s
root and top. I instructed the members to cut the middle part into
small pieces of 1.5 inches each, with the help of a cutting machine.

My members and I toiled until every piece was cut.
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I learnt that small spaces in our homes can be used to grow
mushrooms. In my SHG, there were women from different
castes; I interacted with all of them equally.
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I shared with Urmilla, “My dream is to send my children to
school with the mushroom money.”
Urmilla replied, “My status in the family has risen, I am
respected and can even leave the village to do mushroom
cultivation.”

As we chatted we dipped the hay in water and left it for 24 hours.
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Every day I learned new words and interacted with my SHG
members.

The hay was covered with large plastic sheets.
The golden hay was slowly changing color.

Slowly, I overcame my fear and shyness. I pronounced difficult
words like Urea, Potash and Bovesteen. These pesticides make
methane that kills the bad organisms in the compost. I mixed
these pesticides and poultry waste in the hay properly.

A few days later, in the black compost (hay) I mixed ‘spawn’
(mushroom seeds).
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All of us with our hands and spades mixed the compost again
properly. The compost was put into shallow plastic bags, and
each of us were given 10 bags to take home.
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Mushroom Bhaiya said, “Keep the bags in a dark room; wash
your hand and feet before entering the room.”
I took the instructions seriously and did exactly as told.
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The very next day, Bhaiyya got a machine…it was a water
sprinkler. Bhaiya said, “Premvati, keep the water sprinkler
safely in your house and share it with the SHG members.”
I felt responsible. Every day the water sprinkler was used to
sprinkle the right amount of water in the mushroom bags.

Twisting and then plucking the mushroom was an easy task for
me. Bhaiya instructed, “Wash them in sodium water, pack them
in packets of 200gms each and seal the packet with the help of
a candle flame.”
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In about 25 days I saw small dots of white colour on the compost,
the mushroom were growing, my joy was uncontrollable.
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We all carefully packaged the mushrooms and proudly stuck the
price tag. The hard work was over and every member of the group
gleamed with a sense of victory.
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Money started coming in as Bhaiya sold our packets in the
vegetable mandi. A part of our earnings was put in the SHG
bank account and the rest was used for our daily needs.
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Respect and money is a basic requirement, I have felt the lack of
this. Today, mushroom cultivation has changed my life. I feel
empowered, respected and confident that from the mushroom
earnings I can slowly bring an economic change in my life.

Sharing is caring, I wish to share this method and transform
the lives of my fellow villagers.
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MUSHROOM TIPS
– save the mushroom from rats by using rat poison
– severe winter reduces the mushroom growth
– grow oyster mushrooms
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR, Anand Krishna Goyal…
Twelve year old Anand Krishna Goyal, is a student of Step by Step School, Noida.
Anand has been involved with community service since the age of four. It was during
frequent trips with his mother to villages, that he became very comfortable with the
rural environment. His interactions with the children, lively discussions with the village
women, and the hospitality of the Pradhans, led him to explore more. His natural sense
of empathy, open-mindedness and humour enabled him to connect well with them and
understand their needs and emotions.
This, along with his enthusiasm about the empowerment of the village women, led to him
writing this book on mushroom cultivation. In return, he asked Angelique Foundation to
build toilets for the villagers. And in keeping with its promise, the Foundation is building
100 toilets in the villages participating in the mushroom cultivation project in 2016.
Besides writing and his regular school routine, Anand is passionate about theatre and
acting. He was the second lead in an international movie, The Dead II, and has acted in
a number of plays. He enjoys reading and encourages others to do so too. Along with his
twin sister, Anya and some friends, Anand used his creative marketing skills to start a
Used Books Sale, where they collected used story books from students, and sold them at
nominal prices at Parent-Teacher Meetings in school. The funds they raised from this were
used for charity and other outreach programs.
ANAND WOULD LIKE TO THANK…
Sonali Joshi: Teacher, English. Thank you for patiently proofreading the text and always
having faith in me.
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Surender Kumar: Mushroom Expert. Thank you for explaining the processes in detail with
utter sincerity, and respecting me for my ability to understand.

Mushroom Cultivation – CSR Project of Angelique Foundation
10 villages | 20 Self-Help Groups | 200 Women
Badaun District, Uttar Pradesh, India
“Till last year I did not know what mushroom was! I has never seen one! Most of the women
in my village were like me. We had never even dreamt that one day we will do our own
‘Business’.
I learnt to grow mushrooms and my group got the highest production. We ate a lot of it…it
was delicious!
Later I learnt to cook many dishes of mushroom. My children told me it was good to eat.
But still I earned one thousand rupees. I was so happy that I danced….I was proud!
This year I am investing my money and hope to get good income….My family likes what I’m
doing…’
— Premwati, village Butla Daulat, Badaun District, Uttar Pradesh, India
“Anand’s book gives a thought-provoking insight into the empowerment of women using
mushroom cultivation in rural UP.”
— Swati Roy, Eureka Books.

